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Glenn Gould, whose sampled voice appears a little more than halfway
through Nicolas Godin’s fantastic debut Contrepoint, is one of the most
revered classical pianists of all time. But he threw all expected behavior
for a classical pianist out the window. He rarely practiced. He processed
the hell out of his recordings in the studio. He rejected the Romantic
piano canon in favor of playing mostly Bach, who was dead before the
piano was even invented. In other words, he was an iconoclast, proof that
classical performance isn’t necessarily about staid replication or
reverence. Godin must have kept this in mind on Contrepoint, a classical-
influenced pop record that jettisons the weight of history to take a wild
ride through genres and time periods.

Most of the people picking up Contrepoint will likely be fans of Air, the duo
with which Godin made some of the best electronic music of the last 20 years. These fans will likely be baffled.
There’s the daunting implication of the word “classical” itself, which suggests high art, something you’re supposed to
get. There’s the fact that the album’s in four different languages, so unless the European education system is that
good, a lot of people listening may feel alienated. And the fact that Contrepoint sounds nothing like Air will probably
add to the confusion.

Luckily, it’s easy—and advisable—to listen without context. It’s not crucial to know what classical pieces Godin is
referencing on these songs to enjoy the album, and only occasionally does it sound like Godin is drawing from
classical pieces. The most obvious examples are intro “Orca,” which perhaps deliberately evokes Wendy Carlos’s
Switched-On Bach, and a brief moment on “Widerstehe doch der Sünde” where what sounds like the military choir
of a dictatorship comes in to bellow some hearty backing vocals. But for the most part, Contrepoint just plays like a
baroque-pop album—which it is.

The classical elements are mostly used for pleasure-center stimulation. One of the most satisfying moments on the
record comes on the seven-minute “Bach Off,” when a spidery harpsichord comes in to add a flourish every other
bar; it’s positively ticklish. Ditto “Glenn,” where Gould’s voice is backed up by what I presume is a recording of the
man playing; it’s a nice vibe-shift from the song’s monotonous first half. The album is also replete with strings, giving
it a sumptuous feel not too far removed from the Moody Blues’ Days of Future Passed.

This isn’t to mention all the other genres Godin messes around with here, which provide the meat of the album; the
classical elements are really just a well-disguised skeleton. “Bach Off,” despite its title, is the most eclectic thing
here and, for most of its runtime, sounds closer to Afrobeat. “Widerstehe doch der Sünde” wouldn’t have been out of
place on the first half of the Beatles’ Magical Mystery Tour. “Club Nine” is a jazz number obviously influenced by
Dave Brubeck’s “Take Five.” “Clara” and “Quei due” are creepy pop noir. And closer “Elfe Man” is a spot-on tribute
to Danny Elfman’s soundtrack work, creepy Christmas bells and all.

In press interviews, Godin borrowed a Gould quote to complain of being “a traveling monkey in the concert circus,”
observing that music only took up a small part of his life. Gould and Bach must have had a rejuvenating effect on not
only his muse but his philosophy towards making music. “The extremely personal way Gould interprets Bach goes
against all the normal rules of performance, such that a new art form appears before our eyes,” Godin told Fused
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last year. The same can be said of Contrepoint, an album that wantonly breaks rules dividing genres, time periods,
and audiences. It may not be a new art form, but it certainly feels like one.
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